Tennis Match Results
PURDUE UNIVERSITY vs UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
JAN, 20 2020 at SOUTH BEND, IN
(ECK TENNIS PAVILION)

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME 4, PURDUE UNIVERSITY 1

Singles competition
1. #45 ATHELL BENNETT (PU) def. #5 RICHARD CIAMARRA (ND) 7-6, 6-4
2. #102 AXEL NEFVE (ND) def. MATEO JULIO (PU) 6-3, 6-3
3. TRISTAN MCCORMICK (ND) def. MAKSYMILIAN RAUPUK (PU) 3-6, 6-2, 6-3
4. WILLIAM HOWELLS (ND) def. MICHAL WOZNIAK (PU) 6-1, 3-6, 6-3
5. MATTHEW CHE (ND) vs. SEBASTIAN WELCH (PU) unfinished
6. CONNOR FU (ND) vs. FRANZ LUNA (PU) unfinished

Doubles competition
1. TRISTAN MCCORMICK/AXEL NEFVE (ND) def. ATHELL BENNETT/MAKSYMILIAN RAUPUK (PU) 6-3
2. RICHARD CIAMARRA/MATT GAMBLE (ND) def. MICHAL WOZNIAK/TOMASZ DUDEK (PU) 6-2
3. GUILLERMO CABRERA/WILLIAM HOWELLS (ND) vs. SEBASTIAN WELCH/MATEO JULIO (PU) unfinished

Match Notes:
Order of finish: Doubles (2,1); Singles (2,1,3)